


inition. For a unit-speed
curve [(s)

in 13 with "Cs), we say

TIs) =I'(s) is called the tangent vector

N(s) =(s) is called the formal vector
112"(s)II

B(s) =T(s) xNCs) is
called the bormal.

Diction. The netme is the

map
FCs) =[TIs) NCs) BIs)]: IRT Matsxs ·

Proposition. The Frenet Frame FIs) =S0(3),
or equivalently) T,N, B are always an
orthonormal basis for IRs so that

⑥

det (STN B]) =+ 1.

roof. Since I is arclength parametrized,

T(s) =(s) is unit length. So

o <TCs),T(s)) =2 (a" (s),'(s)) =0



Thus

SNCs),TCs)) =<a"(s)) =0.
andTCs), NCs) are orthogonal unit
vectors. Since B(s)=T(s)xNCs), BIs)
is orthogonal to TCs) and NIs).

11 B(s) IP=11 T(s) xN(s) Il
= 11T(s) IPIINCs) IP - [TCs),N(s
=1.

Finally,

det (TN B] =<T,NxB]
=(B,TxN)
= [TxN,TxN) =1. I



Proposition. There are scalar functions

k > 0 and I so that

T= kN

N =

- kT +5B

B' = -N

We call these the tenet equations.--

↳of. Since T,N, B is an orthonormal

basis for IR,

T=(T1,T) T + (T!N)N+ [T!B)B
N=N;T) T +[NiN>N + (NiB)B
B' =(B,T) T +(B!N)N + [B!B)B

Since (T,T) =(N,N) = (B,B)
=1,

differentiating wrt s shows

2[T;T) =2/N!N) =2<B! B) =0.



Similarly, since (T,N) =(N,B =[B,T)=0,
we learn

[T!N) +[T,NY =0

[Ni, B) + [N,BY =0

[T;B) +[T,B') =0

Define = 1a"ll0. Then

TiN) =(in)==lall=
Define 5 =[N,B). Finally, observe
that

(T!B) =(2",B) =(xN,B) =

0.

This completes the proof.

Definition. We call K=(T!N) and

5 =(Ni,B) the cure and on

of the curve ECs).



Geometric interpretation.

If als) is the path of arollercoaster

moving at constant speed
which

oriented so that the rider's
vertical

direction is NIs) and forward is

T(s) then

KIs) =11 "(s)11 ="vertical"acceleration

experienced by rider

5(s) =(N;B) ="twisting"experienced
by rider.

See Duran, Isuzuki 2018. "Procedural

method for finding roller coaster rails

centerlines based on heart-line

acceleration criteria.
"



As we saw in the video, K andI

describe how the Frenetframe changes.

Roposition. If S = (2] and
F =(IW] is the Frenet Frame,
the Frenetequations are F

=FS.

roof. We just check

0 O

IFS =(Is]"i
=(ix-x545]
[=1] =

F!



We are rarely in the case where

I(s) is arclength parametrized, so

we prove:

proposition. If IIt) is a regular

parametrized curve in IRS with a"It) to,

T =I'll
N =Eis"inSanDie
B =

Eal
while

1 =x") andx =a
11 'll3



Proof. Recall that for any regular & (t)

sit) =(I'(x1dx, sCt)=llc'(t) 11.
has an inverse function ts) with

A (Here all the primes+(s) =
(s)11.

are to derivatives.) So

T =a(t(s)) =(t).tes)=
From the Frenet equations, T = xN, so

kN =t(s))=
-isI

So we know N is inthe"

plane with a positive "component.



This means that

B =TxN~
colina

e
X S

!-in (is) I
ascalar

= Exae
But we know that IBI1=1 and KIO,
so we have

B =
x" and K = "Il.
III'x"ll 11 'll3

The torsion formula is homework, but

is computed using the Frenet equation

-
=(Blts)),N)

=N). W



Example. Consider the helix

alt) =(a cost, a sint, bt), a so

We compute
X=(-asint, a cost, b

&" =(-acost, - a sint,o

*" =(asint,- a cost, 0)

Ila'll=ain'tcost=Nb:

&x*"= (-basint,-bacost, asint+aost)

1xsirtbootan
-Sata-ana

12"x8" =("'x")

=basin't+bacost=ba.



and

(x'x") x =(basint,-bacost,a) x

(-asint, a cost, b)

= (-ba cost - acost,-basint-sint,

bestcost-basint)

= (a +b)a cost, -asint,0)

It follows that

T =sint, cost, Ebt)
N =((x")x
"I'll IIIxall=(-cost, -sint,0)

B =a↳,-becost,a

=(at+b cost,b



and

1 -Ia=sare
ba

=Sta.herecanb
We see that if O is the pitch angle

- 9 K =l--·a
I

and in =E, Lin =0.


